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■  Wall-Hung 
Quilt Rack

■  Rolling Pin

■  Combo Square 

■   Oddball 
Shop Aids
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Shaker 
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Table 
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Make this elegant
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NEW FUSION TRIO
TOOTH GEOMETRY

design for delivering 
polished cross cuts

DOUBLE SIDE GRIND

for slicing through
plywood and melamine

30° Hi-ATB

that glides through wood 
and sheet goods with 

minimal resistance

AXIAL SHEAR FACE GRIND

Now the most technologically advanced general purpose 

blade on the market includes an one-of-a-kind tooth 

geometry with 30 degree Hi-ATB, a double side grind design, 

and an Axial Shear Face Grind to produce the ultimate polished 

fi nish with minimal resistance! Whether you’re ripping or 

crosscutting, the next generation Premier Fusion blade is the 

best for fl awless cuts in laminates, melamine, veneered plywoods, 

hardwoods, softwoods, and thick stock lumber.

Introducing the Next Generation 
Premier Fusion

with Radical New 
Fusion Trio 

Tooth Design

Item# P410

For more information visit: www.freudtools.com/premierfusion
To fi nd a Freud Certifi ed Sharpener near you visit: www.freudtools.com/sharpen 
©2014. Red saw blades are a registered trademark of Freud America, Inc. (US) 1-800-334-4107
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If you only use your combo square 
for checking square and mitered cuts, 
you’re missing out on its remarkable 
performance of shop tricks. Here’s your 
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Save money by diving into the recycle bin, 

 

tough as it is lustrous.
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Mirka DEROS
Introducing

Unequalled Performance.  
Brushless DC Power.

Introductory Offer! 
For information visit, 

www.mirka-deros.com  

Introducing Mirka® DEROS, the first random orbital electric sander using advanced brushless  
DC motor technology, without the need for an external power transformer. Performance unequalled  

by any competitive electric tool can now be found within reach of any standard 110 volt outlet. 
 

Visit our website at www.mirka-deros.com for more information on this revolutionary sanding machine.



The commitment we 
share in making our home 

and more capable never 
seems to end. We want 
reliable accuracy from our 
power tools and ways to 
be more productive. We 

want a workbench that goes beyond 

a harder working shop. And if we can build these items from 

Home Workshop Jigs & Fixtures

(46 in all) aimed at bettering your workspace.

jig. In addition to these are a super versatile drill-press table 

and three separate sawhorse plans to suit your needs.

 by visiting Woodcraft.com
for Home Workshop Jigs & Fixtures
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Safety First! Working wood can be dangerous. 

your machine owner’s manuals, using appropriate 
guards and safety devices, and maintaining all your 
tools properly. Use adequate sight and hearing 

may be removed from tools shown in photographs 

Projects  
for a harder 
working shop



“American Made for 
the American Woodworker”

6001    Roundover 
6002    Ogee 
6003    Bead

 

6000X    7/32  
 

2-Piece Stile & Rail Door Sets

“ULTIMATE” Flush Trim/Pattern  
Router Bits

7/8" 1/8"
½"

Whiteside Machine Co., Claremont, North Carolina
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Mailbox

Chime in

something to share with your fellow  readers? 
Send an email to 

, PO Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102.

I came across your Aug/Sept 2014 issue of Woodcraft Magazine 
while sitting in the “man cave” at the Laughing Ladies Quilt Shop 
in Berthoud, Colorado. My wife and aunt were looking for quilting 
ideas, and I was killing time. I found the article for making these 
recipe boxes, thought they would make great Christmas gifts, and 

curly maple with walnut for the splines, lifts, and guides. I was 
so impressed with your magazine that I promptly subscribed to 
it. Thank you for the inspiration. I look forward to many more.
—John T. McCormick, Jr., Berthoud, Colorado

 Experienced woodworkers know 
that Forrest blades are ideal for 
remodeling high-end kitchens 
and baths.

Forrest blades deliver smooth, 
quiet cuts without splintering, 
scratching, or tearouts.  Our 
proprietary manufacturing 
process, hand straightening, 
and unique grade of C-4 
micrograin carbide are perfect for 
cabinets, countertops, and fl oor-
ing.  In fact, independent tests rate 
us #1 for rip cuts and crosscuts. 

“Your blades are without question 
the best by miles, and I have tried 
them all.”   
Bob Jensen, Fridley, MN

Forrest Quality Shows
Duraline Hi-AT—Great for cutting 
two-sided veneers and low 
pressure laminates.

Woodworker II—Best rated, all- 
purpose blade for rips and crosscuts.

Order from any Forrest dealer 
or retailer, online, or by calling 
directly.  Our blades are 
manufactured in the U.S.A. 
and backed by our 30-day, 
money-back guarantee.

www.ForrestBlades.com
1-800-733-7111 
(In NJ, call 973-473-5236)

 Woodworker II
Fine Woodworking

Chop Master
Woodshop News

Duraline Hi-AT
Woodshop News

Dado King
WOOD Magazine
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NEW Website! 
More Blades!
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The future is already here
I enjoyed the game-changing tools article in the 
Dec/Jan 2015 issue. However, when referring 
to the “Motors with brawn AND brains,” you 
say that we could expect digital variable 
resistance (DVR) motors in tablesaws in the 
future. I would like to draw your attention to the 
Shopsmith Mark 7, which has had this feature 
for a couple years and it works quite well.
—Ben Roberts, Helena, Montana
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Mailbox

Tying the knot

Errata
As careful as we are, 

please visit and click on

I saw the article on tying a UL knot in the Oct/Nov 2014 issue of 
Woodcraft Magazine and thought you might like to know how I 
explained tying one to my seventh graders at Pleasant Valley Junior 
High. In my shop class where we made lamps out of anything from 
liquor bottles to stuffed animals, I came up with a saying that 
helped students remember how to tie the UL knot at the socket 
and in the plug. It was “LAB RAT.” With regard to the cord’s two 
insulated wires, that stands for “Left, Around, and Behind” for one 

—Bill Grothus, Bettendorf, Iowa
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I thoroughly enjoyed reading 
your 10 best tips in the 10th 
Anniversary Woodcraft 
Magazine issue for Dec/Jan 
2015. You did a good job picking 
through all of those back issues 
for the best ones. Then I jumped 
to the 10 game-changing tools 
story. That also hit the sweet 
spot. You, the experts, have 
chosen the most “innovative” 
tools for the last ten years. 
Though I don’t have a lathe, 
what holds me back from buying 
one as a novice woodworker 
is the cost of the machine and 
the various cutting tools. I’m 
intimidated when I think about 
the sharpening processes 
involved. Then I read about the 
Easy Wood turning tools with 
carbide-tipped cutters that don’t 
require sharpening. You simply 
rotate the cutter for a fresh 
edge. That in itself diminishes 
my objection to laying out 
the cash for turning wood.
—John Beeler, Grant Pass, Oregon.

Router Table Dovetail JigNEW!NEW!
by Leigh

leighjigs.com 800-663-8932

 

The new Leigh RTJ40

Call today 1-800-225-1153 or go online at
www.woodcraft.com

This is the second 
installment of books from 
the editors of Woodcraft 
Magazine. Behind every 
great workshop lies a 
great plan. If you have 
found yourself dreaming 
about that shop you’ve 
always wanted, this 
guide may help you 
get it much sooner.

• Learn how to maximize your work space

• Create your dream shop

• Excellent guide filled with tip and tricks

88
pages

From the 
editors of  
Woodcraft 
Magazine
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Hot New Tools

Most of us have experimented 
with an assortment of shop-
made jigs and store-bought 
accessories promising to make 
ripping boards safer and/or more 
accurate. These add-ons work, 
but all suffer some limitations. 
At long last, your tablesaw might 
have found its perfect match.

Simply set the Clear-Cut 
Precision Stock Guides on the 
infeed and outfeed ends of the 
fence, start making a cut, and 
watch them roll. Operating like the 
stock feeder rollers used on larger 
machinery, the guides steer stock 
in three ways. First, the roller 

arms employ spring 
pressure to hold the 
work down against 
the top of the saw. 
Next, the angled urethane wheels 
grip and steer stock inward to 
keep it registered against the 
fence. Last but not least, the one-
way roller bearings within the 
wheels prevent kickback. When 
they’re not needed, the rollers 
pivot out of the way and tuck 
behind the side of your fence.

The rollers can be quickly 
and easily mounted to most 
commercial tablesaw fences using 
the T-track provided in the kit.

These guides cost more than 
other options, but by improving 
accuracy and cut quality and 
eliminating the need for an 
assistant when breaking down 
sheet goods and long boards, 
they can earn their keep. The 
only disadvantage is that the 
guides can only accommodate 
stock thicknesses up to 13 16". 

#159902, 
Tester: Peter Collins

JessEm Clear-Cut TS Stock Guides
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Turners know the importance of 
maintaining a safe distance from 
standard-issue spur drives, but 
accidents still happen, especially 
when attempting to turn small 
blanks. The exposed sides of the 
spurs are the culprit; the briefest 
chance encounter can damage 
a pricey turning tool or cause 
injury. The Badger eliminates 
the risk of accidental contact 
by shrouding the sides of the 
drive spurs within a spring-
loaded sheath. By enabling you 
to safely cut all the way up to 

the sheath, you make the most 
of even the smallest blanks. The 
spurs, which can be replaced 
or resharpened, accommodate 
spindle diameters as small as 1 2".

As if safety isn’t enough, the 
second reason to consider this 
premium spur is improved 
performance. For those lathes 

that suffer from minor headstock-
tailstock misalignment, the 
Badger’s keyed centerpoint 
can be adjusted to align with 
the tailstock center even while 
the machine is running.

#861207, 
Tester: Ben Bice

Safer, smoother 
spur drive
Big Tree Badger 
Safety Spur
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Hot New Tools

These days, contractors are 
rarely seen without their 
oscillating multi-tools. With 
the right accessories, this 
talented multi-tasker tackles 
sanding, scraping, and cutting 
chores that once required a 
half-dozen trips back to the 
truck. Although a time-saver 
on the jobsite, this tool hasn’t 
made as much of an impact in the 
workshop because it lacked the 
control and precision required 

tool by adding power, reducing 
vibration, and inventing three 

new bases that deliver a new 
level of cutting precision.

The smallest base works like 
the base on your circular saw, 
limiting cutting depth when 
making long plunge cuts. For 
shorter plunge cuts, the mid-sized 
base shoe stops the blade with a 
simple adjustable foot. The largest 
base offers the greatest control. 
It employs a pair of plunge rods 
(much like the plunge base on 
a router) to control vertical 
movement and a magnet that 

draws the blade against the guide, 
eliminating the blade wander 
and skating that typically happen 
when making plunge cuts.

The Vecturo is available with 
and without the additional 
bases. The cutting options 
and control provided by these 
bases more than justify the 
price of the complete kit.

#563007, 
Tester: Andrew Bondi

Festool Vecturo OS 400 

NOVA DVR XP
The Smartest Lathe on the Market

The NOVA DVR XP 
has the ability to measure the 

weight of the work piece & adjust 
the performance accordingly, ability 
to sense faults in set up and advise, 

sense safety issues such as chisel 
dig-ins and spindle lock and instantly 

shuts down power to the spindle. 
Contact your local retailer 

for more information.

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


Perfect for the small shop or hobbyist, the 19-38 
Drum Sander is the best in its class! Engineered 
for ease-of-use and maximum functionality, the 
19-38 has features that no other drum sander 
on the market has!

19-38 DRUM SANDER

INDEXED ALIGNMENT SETTING 
The fast alignment lever ensures no line 

when sanding wide stock.

EXTRA-WIDE CONVEYOR 
Added support when sanding 

stock wider than the drum.

EASY ACCESS TO ABRASIVE WRAP
More space makes abrasive changes 

fast and easy!

Visit SuperMaxTools.com for full specs and dealer locations.

THE NEW STANDARD IN DRUM SANDING

MACHINE OVERVIEW 
 Sand as thin as 1/32”, as thick as 4” 

 Sand 19” in a single pass and 38” in a 
 double pass!

 INTELLISAND Technology auto-regulates 
 the conveyor speed, preventing gouging,   
 burning or damaging stock!

 Power requirements 110 Volt, 20 AMP service

EXCEPTIONAL SUPERMAX FEATURES INCLUDE:

 



By turning up the heat, Kiln 
operators have found a way to 
make better behaving boards. 
Roasted Wood is heated to 
temperatures much higher 
than normal kiln-drying. In 
addition to completely changing 
the wood’s color, the thermal 

the wood harder, more stable, 
and resistant to bugs and 
decay–without chemicals.

Woodcraft now offers 

(the darker color is a result 

a variety of sizes for turning 
anything from pens, to tool 
handles, to pool cues.

#159429, Two 3 4 × 3 4 

#159425, 11 2 × 11 2

Tester: George Snyder
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Roasted Wood

Hot New Tools

MY CHOICE OF SHARPENER.

 For more information on Tormek call Affinity Tool Works Tel.1-800 586 7635 or visit   www.tormek.com

I sharpen my tools  
– not shorten them.
I have been a Tormek user for more than  

15 years. Once you have a recipe for the 

shape to suit your needs, it only takes 

seconds to get the perfect cutting edge. 

You are in perfect control and no  

unnecessary steel is removed. 

Sharp tools mean more efficient  

working, a better finish,  

less sanding ... and more fun!

Nick Agar

WOODTURNING ARTIST 

Devon, UK

www.tormek.com 
Don’t miss the inspiring 
video from our visit to 

Nick’s workshop! 
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www.flexcut.com

Flexcut Knives 
are precision made for 
maximum performance. Their 
high-carbon steel blades 
have durable points, hold 
an edge extremely well and 
are easily maintained by 
simple stropping. Each knife 
is expertly hand-sharpened 
and tested before shipping, 
so it’s ready to use right out 
of the package. Comfortable, 
curved ash handles allow 
for long periods of carving 
without hand fatigue. 

Every Woodshop 
Needs A Great Knife.

Made in USA

The perfect way to cut
logs the traditional way.

The Lynx saw range –  
Available at Woodcraft

Tel: +44 114 2725387



Underside of a 
zero-clearance 
insert (ZCI)

Rotate the forward tabletop 
fastener out of the way of 
the kerfs and saw table.

Standard 
blade slot

Thin-kerf 
blade slot
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Tips & Tricks

TOP TIP

Share a Slick Tip.  
Win Cash or a Prize!

Here’s your chance 
to help someone 

woodworker and 
get rewarded for 

winner of next issue’s 
Top Tip award will 

receive a . 
All others will receive  for a published 

 for a non-illustrated 

. Send your ideas to:

Tips & Tricks, ,  
 

or visit 

 

For my tablesaw, I like to use a two-slot zero-
clearance insert (ZCI) that will accommodate 
both a standard blade and a thin-kerf blade. 
As with any ZCI, it’s best to secure the rear 
end of the insert to prevent it from lifting. 

to the underside at the rear will do the job. 
However, that won’t work when you rotate 
a ZCI like this to use the opposite slot.

tabletop fastener to each end of the insert. Now, 
depending on which blade I’m using, I rotate the 
rear fastener outward to catch the underside 
of the saw table and rotate the front fastener 
inward, out of the way of the slots.  
—Father Chrysanthos Agiogregorites, 
Etna, California

The American Woodshop
with Scott & Suzy Phillips

Season 22 - 
Scott And Suzy – 
Bringing It Home

Fantastic Home Accents – 
Hand Skill Builders

The American Woodshop Is Sponsored By:
Kreg Tool Company, Woodcraft Supply,

Gorilla Glue, Easy Wood Tools & O’Keeffe’s Working Hands
© 2015 Sylvan Tool Works, Inc. All Rights Reserved

Presented by - WBGU Public Television
WBGU Public Television presents 13 PBS TV shows of The American 

Woodshop “Scott And Suzy – Bringing It Home.”

Season 22 shares woodworking tips for every skill level. Techniques 
include: turning, joinery, tool tune-ups, making jigs, bench building, 

furnituremaking and cabinetmaking! It’s Tool Time!!!

wbgu.org/americanwoodshop
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Cutting biscuit slots in the 
ends of mitered pieces can be 
a hassle because of the setup 
time required to clamp every 
piece for safe, accurate cutting. 
As a solution, I came up with 
this production hold-down 
jig to quickly secure mitered 
pieces for slotting. It works 
with stock up to 13 8" thick.

Because the base is 
constructed like a bench hook, it 
doesn’t need to be clamped to the 
bench. The business end consists 
of a V-block to which I screwed 
two half-discs that serve as cams 
to hold the mitered end of the 

workpiece. (I used a bandsaw 
to bisect a 33 8"-diameter disc 
cut with a holesaw.) These are 
each wrapped with wide rubber 
bands or PSA sandpaper to 
grip the work when it’s forced 
backward underneath a cam. 
Locate the pivot holes where 

shown in the drawing. To 
allow the cams to spin freely, 
attach them using screws with 
unthreaded upper sections of 
the shanks. When using the jig, 
position the workpiece miter 
close to the V-block for stability.
—Serge Duclos, Delson, Québec

of 3 4

to make V-block. 

Semi-circular cam
3 4 × 13 16" radius

3 4 × 10 × 16"

3 4 × 11 2 × 20"

#8 × 21 2" 

Wide rubber 
band

7 16"
23 4"

13 16"

23 8"

45 8"

V-block Nose of 
V-block

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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Tips & Tricks

Handscrew saw guide
I was trying to cut tenon shoulders on the end of an 
odd shaped workpiece, and I was having a hard time 
keeping my handsaw on target. Then it occurred 
to me that I could use a wooden handscrew as a 
saw guide, clamping the jaws of the tool adjacent 
to my cutline opposite the waste side. To prevent 
scarring the jaws with the saw teeth, I used a 

the jaws also served as a chisel guide for cleaning 
up any sections afterward where necessary.
—Dean Laughren, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Ironing in the shop
an electric iron. It lives in my shop, where it helps me 
perform chores like removing old veneer or plastic 

and slowly push it across the surface as you peel up 
the material. It will release contact cement, white 

surfaces with paper to prevent contaminating the 

or partner it with a wet rag to raise minor dents.
—Marvin Gatlin, Birmingham, Alabama

Flush-cut 
saw

Clamp handscrew 
adjacent to cutline.

Secure 
handscrew 
in vise.

Tighter turns from  
a bandsaw blade

cuts in the waste, so that those outer parts can fall 

However, sometimes you want to keep the 
entire workpiece intact, such as when cutting the 

it more clearance in the curved kerf, allowing a 
tighter turn, as shown in the drawing. To create 

to prevent sparks from igniting sawdust.
—Ric Hanisch, Quakertown, Pennsylvania

Hold honing stone at 
severe angle, while 
avoiding saw teeth.

Hone tapered 
edges at rear 
of blade.

Honed edge 

curve.

Rear corner of 
new blade binds 
against curve.

Cross-section 
of blades



This is the cutting-edge
Face Frame Jig System

Clamp, drill and fasten
in one simple set-up! 
This easy-to-use system increases productivity

by simplifying fabrication of face frames, cabinet
doors and other woodworking assemblies.

Now available through Woodcraft Supply:
woodcraft.com/generaltools



For cleanup around 
the shop, I use paper 
rags like those sold 
in boxes at home 
supply stores. They’re 
convenient to use, 
but tearing off a 
perforated section 
can be a two-handed 
hassle, with one hand 

to hold the box, and the other 
to rip away the necessary rags. 

upside down in a cabinet whose 
bottom has been drilled to create 
a dispensary hole for the rags. A 

quick, one-handed sideways pull 
is all it takes to free up whatever 
length you want. If you don’t 
have a suitable cabinet, you can 
create a simple shelf for the job, 
mounting it to a wall or perhaps 
between overhead joists.
—Carl Rettiger, Billings, Montana
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Invert box 
over hole.

Drill hole in cabinet 

Paper rags  
at the ready

Over 100 

PLUS...
151
130
250

Volume 1

New!

Call today 1-800-225-1153  
or go online at

www.woodcraft.com

31 Issues 
$19.99

Available at                                    and 
other fine retailers nationwide.

 

®

http://www.woodcraft.com


P.O. Box 245, Parkersburg, WV 26102

Ron & Michele Hall
Woodcraft Store Owners 

Seattle, WA

1. 855.923.7326
FOR FRANCHISE INFORMATION, CALL

www.woodcraftfranchise.com

There was fear and concern, But the day 

we signed our agreement was a neat day.

F15WD03P

It was a new chapter in our lives that we had committed to.

When you meet Ron and Michele Hall for the first time, it's like saying hello to old friends. 

Their warmth and friendliness is contagious, and the spark in their eyes is proof they are liv-

ing out their dreams. For them, the dream of owning a Woodcraft store meant turning a hobby 

into a way of life – a life they could share together. That’s why when they saw an opportunity 

with Woodcraft, one of the most trusted names in woodworking, they knew it was right. No 

wonder. From demographic research for a store location to a detailed operations manual cou-

pled with ongoing technical and marketing support, Woodcraft provides a complete franchise 

system backed by the most recognized brand in the industry. If you asked them, both Ron and 

Michele would tell you that thanks to hard work and Woodcraft, they are living their dream. 

Which makes you stop and think, when are you going to start living yours?
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Show off a trio of beautiful 
handcrafted quilts with this 
clever wall-hung design. Three 
neighboring wood ovals attach 
to a stepped support bar to 
provide broad viewing of the 
colorful quilt patterns when 
hung. A top shelf with its plate 
groove provides room for an 
added decorative touch.

I chose pocket-hole and 

parts. I also built the oval rings 
with double layers of segments 
that are offset and face-glued 
together. A quarter-oval pattern 
helps you make the plywood 
template that is used to lay out 

shape. Surface-mounted metal 

fasteners let you securely hang 
the ovals on the rack and easily 
remove them to change quilts.

1 Referring to the Cut List, 

quartersawn oak for the back 
(A), brackets (B), shelf (C), 
and ovals support (D). Note in 

Oval-Rings Quilt Rack
Create a special display for your family heirlooms.
By Bill Sands Overall dimensions: 60"w × 5"d × 17"h
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Figure 1 that the ovals support is 
a face-lamination made from two 
3 4

2 Cut the back (A), brackets 

boards together for the 

lamination to 5" wide to allow 

3 Adhere the brackets (B) 
together with double-faced tape, 

bandsaw the 1 2" radius shown in 
Figure 1, cutting just outside the 

4 Using a 1 8" round-over bit 
at the router table, rout round-

overs on the outside front and 

of your choice (I used a Roman 
ogee bit), and rout the ends and 

5 
equipped with a 1 2"-diameter 

Clamp the shelf (C) to the edge 
of your workbench, and rout a 
1 4"-deep plate groove centered 

Figure 1: 

A

 

#8 × 11 2" 

1 8

1 2"

screw

#8 × 11 4" 

13 16

11 2"3 4"

3 16"

3"

1 2

Counterbored hole 
hardware

1 2 1 4  
11 4" from rear edge

Counterbored hole Ogee
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11 4" in from the back edge and 
stopped 3" from the ends.
6 Lay out and drill the pocket 
holes in the back face of the 
back (A), as shown in Photo A. 
I drilled three equally spaced 
holes for securing the brackets 

pocket holes for securing 
the shelf (C), spacing them 
approximately 8" apart. I also 
drilled countersunk holes at 
this time for securing the ovals 
support (D) to the back.
7 Retrieve the lamination 
for the ovals support (D), and 
lay out its shape, referring to 
Figure 2 and working from the 
square end. At the drill press, 
drill the holes where marked 
using a 1" Forstner bit.
8 Jigsaw the ovals support (D) 
to shape, cutting just outside the 

lines, as shown in Photo B. Use a 
wood-cutting blade with at least 
14 teeth per inch. Sand the sawn 
edges smooth (I used random-
orbit and spindle sanders).
9 Clamp the ovals support (D) to 
the bench. With the oval-hanging 
table-leaf hardware and Figure 1 
as guides, lay out the three 
mortises where shown (I used 
a marking knife for this). With a 
trim router and straight bit, rout 
the mortises, staying just within 
the layout lines. Clean up the 
mortises with a chisel (Photo C).
10 Place the table-leaf 
hardware in the mortises, 
mark and drill the pilot holes, 
and then screw just one of the 
two mating leaves in place, 
as shown in Photo D. (The 
opposing leaves will be surface-
mounted to the ovals later.)

Figure 2: Ovals Support 
Layout

B

C D

of the table leaf hardware; trim to 
the layout lines with a sharp chisel.

with the edge of the oval support; 

5"

61 2"

61 2"

17"

17"

3"

3" 56"

3"

1" holes drilled 

away waste

33 4"

23 4"

31 4"

13 4"

21 4"

41 4"

Waste area
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Assemble the rack
1 At the bench using pocket-
hole screws, fasten the back 

the top edges. Measure the 
distance between the brackets, 
and crosscut the ovals support 
(D) at the unsquared end to 
that length. Drill a pocket hole 
at the narrow end of the ovals 
support on the bottom face. 
Drill two pocket holes on the 
bottom face of the wide end. 
Now, clamp the ovals support 

with the back’s bottom edge. 
Fasten the part in place, screwing 

screws and into the brackets 
with pocket-hole screws. Plug 

pocket-hole plugs at this time.
2 Center the shelf (C) on the 

edge with the back (A). Mark the 
hole locations on the ends of the 
shelf, ensuring they are centered 
on the brackets (B). At the drill 
press, drill counterbored holes 
in the shelf. Clamp the shelf 
against the rack assembly. Now, 
drive the pocket screws through 
the back and into the shelf. 
Remove the clamps, and use the 
counterbored holes in the shelf to 
drill pilot holes in the brackets, 

as shown in Photo E. Now, drive 

the top and into the brackets.
3 Apply glue in the 
counterbored holes in the shelf 
(C). Then tap in the oak plugs, 
being sure to orient their grain 
with the shelf’s grain. Flush-
trim the plugs using a block 
plane going with the grain.

Now, make the ovals
Note: Each oval is made up of 
two layers, or rings, of oak that 
are face-glued, with the front or 
“show” layer quartersawn red oak 

on costs, though making the rings 
completely out of quartersawn 

stock may be more effective at 
combating wood movement.) Each 
layer, or ring, consists of eight 
segments, with the grain following 
the circular contour of the shape. 
When you laminate layer on 
layer, offset the joints of the front 
layer from those of the rear layer 
for maximum strength. I used 
two 34 × 8 × 96" boards for each 
ring. After planing, assembling, 
and sanding, the double-layered 
ovals should measure 11 4" thick.
1 Mill enough 3 4" stock for three 
ovals (E). Plane the boards to 11 16" 
and then rip them to 61 2" wide.
2 Make a cut mark every 12" 
along one edge of all of the 
boards (six in all). Also, mark 
the eight segments to come off 

E

Drill centered pilot holes into 
the top edges of the brackets, 
and then drive the screws.

Figure 3: Quarter Oval 

hardware at top center 
of oval on rear face.

1 4"

 
for download on 

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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each board in sequence. This 
ensures the best grain match 
at assembly time. Now cut the 
eight approximately 12"-long 
pieces from the board, and stack 
them in the order cut. Do the 

and set these stacks aside.
3 Set up your mitersaw for 
a 221 2° cut to the left. Cut 

accuracy of the angle. Then, 
angle-cut the right-hand ends 
of the ring segments, again, 
keeping the stacks in order.
4 Swing the mitersaw blade to 
221 2° right, and check the cut 
with scrap. Set up a stop to cut the 
left-hand ends of the segments at 
111 2" from toe to toe (the pointy 
ends of the resulting trapezoid). 
Keeping the same edge of the 
segments against the fence, as 
in Step 3, cut the segments to 

Photo F). Maintain the 
same segment stacks as before.
5 
segments from the same board 
to determine if the parts join 
without any miter gaps. If 
they do, glue up the segments 
end to end into a ring, using 
a strap or hose clamp for 
tight joints all around. If a 
gap exists, see “Righting a 
Ring” in the sidebar at left. 
Repeat the segment-joining 
process to make all six rings.
6 
both faces. (If you own a drum 

and speed the work.) Ideally, 
the sanded thickness of the 
rings should end up at 5 8".
7 Mark the center on the outside 
edges of the front (quartersawn 
ring) segments. Apply glue to 

place the quartersawn ring 
on top of it, aligning its marks 

F

 

1

2

edge. With the 



G
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ring (Photo G). Add clamps for 

8 
Figure 3). 

1 2" 

9 

Figure 4

10

Figure 4: 

H

Tip Alert

Quartersawn ring

Flatsawn ring

221 2° 81 2"
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Photo H

11 1 2

1 2

Finish and hang 
the quilt rack
1 
Figure 1

2 

3 

4 

■

Oval-Rings Quilt Rack Cut List
Part Thickness Width Length Qty. Mat’l

A* Back 3 4" 33 4" 56" 1 QRO

B Brackets 3 4" 41 2" 41 4" 2 QRO

C Shelf 3 4" 5" 60" 1 QRO

D** Ovals support 11 2" 41 4" 56" 1 FRO

E*** Ovals 11 4" 145 8" 20" 3 FRO/QRO

**Indicates that the part is made up of two or more pieces. 
***Oval segments measure 61 2"w × 81 2

Materials: FRO = Flatsawn Red Oak, QRO = Quartersawn Red Oak
Hardware/Supplies: (11) #8 × 11 2  

Convenience-PLUS BUYING GUIDE
 1. Oak Face Grain Plugs, 3 8", 100/pkg. #17T71 $13.99

 2. 3 8" Dia. Tenon, 1 2" Dia. Head, 
100/pkg.

#17O21 $5.29

 3. Kreg Pocket-Hole Screws, #8 × 11 4", coarse, 
100/pkg.

#142246 $4.69

 4. Kreg Pocket Hole Plugs, Oak, 50/pkg. #141947 $8.99

 5. Core Box Bit, 1 2" D, 3 8" CL, 1 4" R, 1 4" SH #144119 $15.99 

 6. Whiteside Over-Under Flush-Trim Router Bit, 
7 8" D, 1 1 2" CL, 1 2" SH 

#149528 $36.49

 7.* Whiteside Thumbnail Table Edge Bit (3294), 
21 2" D, 3 4" CL, 1 2" SH

#148768 $78.99

 8. Freud 34-126 Quadra-Cut Round Over Bit, 
1 2" R, 1 2" SH

#828713 $51.97

 9. Highpoint Table Leaf Aligners, 2-pc. Set 
(3 pkgs. needed)

#159302 $3.49

 10. General Finishes Danish Teak Oil Stain, 1 2 pt. #828516 $8.99

 11.  #85T59 $16.50

Above items are available at Woodcraft stores, woodcraft.com  
Prices subject to change without notice.

About Our 
Designer/Builder
An accomplished 
woodworker 
from Lubeck, 
West Virginia, Bill Sands 
is a regular contributor 
to , 
having built several projects. 

woodworking classes at the 
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20 surprising (and cheap) items  
to help you work smarter
By Andy Rae

I’m betting that the fellow 

Oddball Aids for 
Woodworking

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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From the Recycle Bin
 

 
 

Bicycle and motorcycle 

These elastic strips apply 
pressure where ordinary 
clamps can’t, making them 
invaluable for nonlinear 
assemblies, such as curved 
or twisted work. To turn a 
trashed tube into a valuable 
clamp, simply cut away the 
valve stem and then slice it 
into 3 4"- to 11 4"-wide strips to 
suit your needs. If you don’t 
have a few old tubes hanging 
in your garage, check out your 
local bike or motorcycle shops. 
Regular tubes are stretchy; 
heavy-duty tubes, made from 
thicker material, stretch 
less but are more durable.

Named for the zippy sound 
they make when cinched tight, 
these toothed strips of plastic 
tie together just about anything, 
including dust-collection and 

for keeping cord clutter to a 
minimum. You can borrow a 
few from the kitchen drawer, 
but in time, you should buy a 
selection of ties in different 
lengths. Unlike the trash-bag 
variety, better-quality zip ties 
can be released and reused.

Dental tools
Make your dental visits more 
amenable by asking for any 
leftover or used prodding 
and poking tools. Made from 
high-tensile stainless steel, 
dental tools are highly durable 
and available in a variety of 

Heat sink
Check your local computer store, or ask your neighborhood whiz 
kid, for a used motherboard and its attendant heat sink (a small 
square of metal with grooves etched into the underside). Attach 
the sink to a square of plywood, grooved side down, using hot-
melt glue or double-sided tape, and keep it near your grinder. 
When your tool starts to get hot, 
holding it against the sink will 
remove the heat in seconds, without 
any risk of damaging the steel.

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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Food containers

Sandbags

Scrap iron

Leather scraps

1 4

1 64

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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From Around the House
Who said a home couldn’t supply a woodshop? Take a look around, 
and see if you can snag a few of these useful household items.

Drawer liners
This rubbery, pliable mat is 

Bath towels

Playing and business cards

Bamboo skewers

8  

Toothpicks

Corks

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


Triangles
Looking for a dead-accurate 
setup tool? Often called an 
artist’s triangle, or drafting 
triangle, these thin plastic 
triangles come in 30°/60° or 

numbers refer to the angles 
on each triangle). Don’t be 
fooled by the low price; plastic 

triangles are manufactured to 
strict tolerances and remain 
true–even when dropped. A 

larger 12" model) is a handy 
tool for calibrating machine 
fences, bits and blades for 
square, and setting mitersaws 
or miter gauges for making 
perfect 45° miters.  ■
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From the Art Store
 

 
 

Crayons
Crayons can help minor 
blemishes disappear. First, 
apply a couple coats of your 

by rubbing the appropriate 
crayon–or a combination of 
colors–into and over the hole. 
Remove most of the excess 
with a sharp chisel, and then 
level and buff it with a clean 

a coat of shellac, and then 
apply your desired topcoat.)

The sticky stick used by 10-year-
olds is also good for light-duty 
chores, such as holding paper 
patterns to wood parts, 
attaching leather to wood, 
and even joining small wood 
pieces, as when making 
models. The lipstick-style tip 
makes application quick and 
clean, and the glue reaches 

minutes. Uncured 
glue cleans up 
with water. 

These inexpensive plastic 
clips offer a surprisingly 
powerful grip, and their small 

size makes them great for 
a myriad of positioning or 
clamping tasks when working 

on small shop items. The 
smaller clips have a maximum 
jaw opening of 1 4", while 
jumbo clips open as much as 
2". The mid-sized “large” clip 
has an opening of about 1".

Although intended to spread 
paint, enlist palette knives to 
spread all sorts of gooey stuff 

example, you can use a knife 
to push putty into holes 
and cracks with surgical 
precision or heat the blade to 
melt a shellac stick, and then 

push the shellac into a blemish. 
For making pinpoint repairs or 
for reaching into corners, simply 

painter’s palette knives tend to 

to better handle stiffer mixes, 
such as putty and epoxy.) 

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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When deciding on a toy 
to make for my grandson, I 
found myself considering the 
kind of “pop-up” construction 
used to manufacture spiral-
cut Shaker baskets and the 
collapsible camping cup I had 
as a Boy Scout. The technique 
allows tapered telescoping 
pieces to lock in place when 
spread apart, and it worked 
well for making this toy boat. 
(Although the project won’t 
telescope after it’s assembled, 
the tapered cuts are a quick and 
easy way to create a boat with 
curved parts that automatically 

Building procedures and 
patterns are provided here for 

you understand the approach, 
you can take the helm and 
get inventive. The trick to 
making any caricature like this 
is to observe and distill the 

subject. For this project,  
I studied various boats to 
identify the elements that said 
“tug,” and then exaggerated 
the forms and curves to 
arrive at this design.

Creating the engine is 
particularly fun. Use a 
cartoonist’s eye when looking 
through your miscellaneous 
parts boxes or the small parts 
drawers at the hardware 
store. Bits of tubing, odd 
washers, and doohickeys of 
uncertain provenance can 

suddenly become intake 
manifolds, newkular fusion 
condensers, and carbuncle 
pumps! (This supercharged 
three-banger engine sports 

After adding any of your  

capstans, winches, bumpers, 
ventilators, ladders, or perhaps 

your tug from dry dock.  
However, note that this is a 

hardwood harbors where a 
keel would just get in the way. 
In water, she’ll capsize. Add 
a weighted keel and some 
marine varnish if you want 
a bathtub-worthy version.

Pop-Up Tugboat
Get under way with this bandsaw-built telescoping toy.
By Ric Hanisch

StonyGardenStudio.com)

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://StonyGardenStudio.com
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Prepare the  

1 Enlarge and copy the patterns 
on page 41, use spray adhesive  
to adhere them to manila  
folder stock, and then  
carefully knife them out.  
(The patterns are also available  
at WoodcraftMagazine.com.  
Click on “Patterns.”)
2 Cut a block of wood to 3 × 
31 2 × 61 2". I used poplar, but soft 
maple, clear pine, basswood, or 
other mild-grained wood that’s 
not too dense will work well.

Figure 1: 

Wheelhouse Blank Exploded View

because tapered telescoping parts 
lock up when slid apart a certain 
distance. That distance is determined 

and the blade kerf width. Therefore, 
it’s wise to make test blocks with 
your chosen blade, especially if you’re 

For this boat, I used a 1 4" 4-TPI 
blade that cuts a .050"-wide kerf. 
(A narrower blade will cut a smaller 

the project, I used the blade to 
make two telescoping blocks, 
as shown in the photo at right. 
These showed me the amount of 

sharp, and take some test cuts in 
scrap to check the results before 

Bridge

Superstructure

Engine 
Room

Roof

Bridge & 
Engine Room 
assembly

Hull & Deck Assembly

Carburetor
(1 4"-dia. brass tube)

Wheelhouse

Towing 
Bollard
(3 8" dowel)

Thumbtack

Deck line

3 8"-dia. port hole

Gunwale

Hawser (string)

1"

Trace “roof” piece onto 
end grain of blank.

1"

3 4"

1 4"

1 4"

3 8"-dia. hole, 1 4" deep

Engine Block
(5 8"-dia. dowel)

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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3 Place Pattern A on a 3" side of 
your block, aligning the straight 

securely. Mark the Length Overall 
(LOA) and Superstructure (SS) 
locations (Photo A), and then 
use a square to extend the marks 
fully across the edge of the block.
4 
square to the blade, carefully 
cut the curve. This is cut #1 

Figure 2
the Hull and Superstructure 
blanks. Put the Superstructure 

Make the Hull
Note: From this point forward, all 
angled cuts should be made with 
the table tilting downward at its 
outer edge and the part being cut 
on the lower side of the table.
1 Scribe a centerline on the 
curved surface of the Hull 
block. Carry the LOA and SS 
locations across the curve.
2 Pin Pattern B to the Hull blank 
so that it abuts the centerline 

38 woodcraftmagazine.com Feb/Mar 2015

A

C

Trace the curve of  onto 
the side of the block, marking 
the Length Overall (LOA) and 

Saw to the outermost Hull line with 
 

Aim to leave just the pencil 
line on the outer perimeter.

Figure 2: 

B

Trace the Hull on both sides of 
the centerline. Use the Deck 

 to check that the pinned 

Cut #1

Cut #3

Cut #5

Cut #7

31 2"
Lay out the block with the 

then make the cuts in the order 
shown to yield the telescoping 

Cut #2

Cut #6

3"

61 2"

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


Trace the inner and outer Hull 

half of the Hull (Photo B).
3 Extend the outer Hull curve  
to the right-hand edge of the 
block, where shown in Figure 2  
to create a lead-in cutline. 
Now, tilt your bandsaw table to 
4°, and make the outer Hull cut 
(#2), as shown in (Photo C). 
Then sand away any fuzz 
on the bottom surface.
4 Leaving the table at 4°, 
make the inner Hull cut (#3), 
as shown in Photo D. Since 

consistent width, don’t back 

of the cut, carefully hold both 

off the saw, and then maneuver 
the blade free of the kerf.
5 
downward so that its bottom 

3 8" from 
the Hull’s bottom edge. The 
Hull should squeeze the Deck in 

quite close, sand a wee bit off the 

Make the Superstructure
1 Scribe a centerline along 
the convex surface of the 

shown in Figure 2. Then square 
the SS lines across the block 
to create intersecting lines for 

En
Pattern C
with the centerline and SS lines, 

downs, as shown in Photo E.
2 Place Pattern E on the side 

and trace along the aft curve, 
as shown in Photo F. Set the 
saw table square to the blade, 

and make the cuts (Photo G), 
beginning with cut #4, and 

where shown in Figure 2.
3 Set the saw table to 3°, and 

will free the Bridge and Engine 
Room (Photo H). Start the cuts 
(#6 and #7) where indicated 
in Figure 2, with the cutouts 
on the lower side of the table to 
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E

H

D

Make sure the open end of the 

and carefully trace the shape.

to shape the Engine Room. In both 

Saw as smoothly as possible to the 

pencil line on the Hull piece. Don’t 
back up to correct an errant cut.

Tip Alert
To allow a blade to cut a slightly 

explained on page 20.

F

G

with the upper SS line on the 

the other side of the block.

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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Make the Bridge
1 To make the Bridge Roof, 
slice about 1 8" off the top of 
the Bridge section, with the 
saw table remaining at a 3° 
angle. Feed the piece, as shown 
in Photo I, to ensure a Roof 
of consistent thickness.
2 Raise the Bridge until it’s 
snug within the Engine Room 
section. Clamp the two pieces in a 
handscrew, as shown in Photo J, 

of the Engine Room onto the rear 
wall of the bridge, offsetting the 
line about 1 8". Also mark a cutline 
about 1 4" up from the bottom 
edge of the Bridge to make room 
for the Engine below. Finally, 

lay out a 1 4"-deep notch for the 
Wheelhouse, marking its lower 
end about 1 4" up from the top 
end of the Engine Room section.
3 Use a handsaw to rough 
out the cuts, and then 
sand a slight crown on the 
aft face of the Bridge.

Make the Wheelhouse
1 Make the L-shaped 
Wheelhouse block. The 
dimensions shown in Figure 2  
are approximate, so amend 
them as necessary to match 
the measurements of your 
particular Bridge. Use the Roof 
piece you sliced off the Bridge to 
mark the shape on the end-grain 

leg of the Wheelhouse  
(Photo K). Then belt-sand the 
curved face of the Wheelhouse 
to inset it a bit from the 
Bridge and Roof, as shown 
on the boat in Figure 1 and 
the lead photo on page 36.
2 Use a 3 8" brad-point bit in the 
drill press to bore the portholes 
in the Engine Room (Photo L). 
Clamp the piece, keeping its 
centerline horizontal if you use 
a drill press. Using the same 
bit, drill a 1 4"-deep hole for the 
Towing Bollard about 1 4" in 
from the aft end of the Deck.
3 Cut a 3 8"-diameter dowel 
to length to make the Towing 
Bollard. When inserted in its 
Deck hole, it should project 
about 1 4" above the gunwale  
(the upper edges of the Hull). 
Chuck it in the drill press, and 
sand a shallow dome on the  
top end. Then use a small 

the hawser string.

Sand and assemble  
the parts
1 Lightly sand the Deck, taking 
care not to completely remove 
the SS lines, as you’ll need them 
to locate the Superstructure. 
(If necessary, use the pattern 
to reestablish them.) Slide 
the Hull section up, and 
mark along its lower edge to 
demarcate the gluing area on 
the sides of the Deck section. 
Apply glue to the section, and 
clamp the Hull to the Deck 
with one clamp extending bow 
to stern, and another clamp 

pulling the sides in. After the 
glue cures, sand the top edge 
and outside of the Hull, easing 
any corners in the process.

K
L

Trace the shape of the Roof onto 

L-shaped Wheelhouse block. 

Use a handscrew to support the 

is square to the table for drilling 

I

Tape over your saw throat 
opening to prevent the freed 
Bridge Roof from falling into it.

J

Room onto the Bridge, mark 
a cutline 1 4

end of the Bridge, and mark the 
Wheelhouse notch on the top end. 

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


2 Sand the outside of the Engine 
Room section, and ease any sharp 
edges on it and the Bridge. Mark 
the gluing area on the Bridge, 
apply glue, and slide the Bridge 
upward into position. If necessary, 
clamp sideways across the 
Engine Room to pinch the Bridge 
in place until the glue dries.
3 Glue the Towing Bollard 
into its hole in the Deck.
4 Apply glue to the unsanded 
bottom edge of the Engine 
Room, and press it onto 
the Hull between the SS 
lines. Let the glue cure.

Make the Engine
1 To make the Engine Block, 
begin with a 5 8"-diameter dowel 
about 6" long for safe handling. 
Referring to the Figure 1 
Exploded View, saw off a 3 4"-
long wedge that approximates 
the curve of the Deck. Use 
Pattern A as a rough guide, 

Crosscut the dowel to 11 4" long 
to create the Engine Block.
2 
a 1 4" Forstner or brad-point bit. 
Mount the Engine Block and 
support pieces in a drill press 
vise (or handscrew), as shown 
in Photo M, and drill 1 4"-deep 
holes for the brass tubing.
3 Cut the end of a length of 
1 4"-diameter brass tubing at 
45°, as shown in Photo N. Then 
crosscut the piece so it protrudes 
3 8" from the Engine Block. Repeat 
to make two more lengths. Finish 
up with a light sanding to chamfer 
the sharp edges, and then epoxy 
the pieces into the Engine Block.
4 Chuck a 1 2" thumbtack in the 
drill press, and sand it with 220-
grit paper to produce a brushed 

aft end of the Engine Block, and 
epoxy the tack in place. Finally, 
apply glue to the underside of 
the Engine Block, press it in 
place, and let the glue cure.

5 Tie one end of a stout string 
to the Bollard, tie a loop in the 
other end, and get underway. 
Something needs towing. Just 
watch out for giant lobsters!  ■
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M
NBore the holes for the brass 

tubing with the Engine Block 
dowel and its waste wedge 
placed on a support block and 
clamped in a drill press vise.

Clamp the brass tubing within a 

tool to slice the end at an angle.

About Our Author

 

Deck

61 4"

Engine Room 

Gunwale 
curve

Hull

Engine Room 
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Trestle tables are one of 
the oldest and most popular 
furniture designs for many 
solid reasons. Homeowners 
love how a trestle table’s clean 
lines complement almost any 
interior décor and appreciate the 
way the I-beam base provides 
more leg room for diners than 
traditional four-legged tables 
with aprons. Woodworkers 
gravitate to the design for more 
practical reasons. Compared 
to other designs, trestle tables 
are simple to build and make 

material. In addition, the top can 

be removed, enabling this large 
project to be easily shuttled from 
the workshop to the dining room.

My table is solidly rooted 
in eighteenth-century Shaker 
design, but I made a few changes 
to suit a modern woodshop. 
Most noteworthy is my use 
of loose tenons to attach the 
breadboard ends and to assemble 
the table’s base. With help from 
a plunge router equipped with a 
spiral bit and my multipurpose 
mortising jig, you can quickly 
and accurately make the needed 
joints while bypassing more time-
consuming traditional methods.

Despite its airy appearance, 
this table is built to last, so 
take your time when selecting 
stock and pay close attention to 

laying out parts. Odds are good 
that your kids will pass this 
table down to your grandkids.

Builder’s note: To avoid the 
hassles that come from mid-
construction wood movement, 
mill all stock to rough 
dimensions (about 1-2" longer 
and 1 2"wider) prior to working 
on each subassembly. Mill 
and assemble each subsection 
before moving to the next.

Shaker-Style Dining Table
 

By Chris Hedges

Overall Dimensions: 35"w × 72"l × 291 2"h

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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Figure 1: 

but glue center tenon 
only to breadboard.

5 16" hole

1 2 × 3 × 11 2" 

11 2"

1 2 × 3 × 11 2

11 4"

Trim wedges 

Peg
5 16" dia. × 11 2"

Peg 
5 16" dia × 1"

3 4"
1 2"

Elongate hole to 
accommodate wood 
movement (See text).

3 4 1 2

with 5 16" through-hole

1 2 × 3 × 13 8" 
tenon

Angle ends 

1 2" 

71 2"

111 4"

11 4"

5 16"-dia. hole

11 2" f.h. 
screw

1 2 × 3 × 11 2"

Plane 1 16" chamfer on 

5"

41 2"
41 2"

3 4" washer

3 4"

1 2"

21 2"-wide outer 
tenons allow for 
wood movement.

Rout 1 8" chamfer on 
all outside edges.

2" washer-
head screw

7"

1 2

5 16" hole

1 Square = 1"
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Make the top
1 Select your most attractive 
5/4 material for the top (A) and 
breadboard ends (B), and match 
your boards edge to edge. (When 
working with rough-sawn stock, 
I take a few passes with a hand 
plane to reveal the grain.) After 
orienting the boards in their 

the end-grain surfaces for 

2 Joint and plane the boards for 
the top (A) (see “Tabletop Tips,” 
below) and breadboard ends 
(B). Referring to the Cut List, rip 
the middle boards to width, but 
leave the two outer boards 1 4" 
wider. (At this point, leaving the 
boards long allows you to slide 
them back and forth to achieve 
the best grain match.) Mill the 
breadboard ends to match the 
top’s thickness, and cut them 

3 Arrange the boards in their 
original orientation, and glue 
up the top. Position the clamps 
every 16", alternating them on 
either face to prevent bowing.
4 After the glue joints have 
cured, rip 1 4" off of each side at 

the tablesaw. Using a router, cut 
a 1 8" chamfer on the long edges 
of both the top and bottom 
faces. Next, crosscut the top 
panel to 63" long. To do this, 
I used a track saw (Photo A). 
Alternatively, you can use a 
standard portable circular saw 
and a store-bought or shop-
made straightedge guide.

Add the breadboard ends
1 Make the mortising jig shown 
in the sidebar on the facing page.
2 Clamp the breadboard ends 
(B) face to face to the top (A) so 

with the ends of the top and the 
breadboards are centered across 
the width of the top. Then lay 
out the mortises on the adjacent 
parts, where shown in Figure 1 
and as shown in Photo B. Mark 
the parts so that they remain 
paired with their mate and 
maintain the same orientation 
throughout the assembly process.  
3 Using a plunge router 
equipped with a 3 4" guide 
bushing and a 1 2" spiral upcut bit 
(see the Buying Guide), rout the 
11 2"-deep mortises on the top 
and breadboard end, as shown 
in Photos C and D. (Note: To 

A track saw excels at trimming wide tabletops. If you don’t have one, 
make a plywood straightedge for use with a standard circular saw.

A

Tabletop Tips
Even on a well-matched panel, 
a glue line running down 
the middle of a tabletop can 

avoid this, make the top from 
an odd number of boards. 
For a 6" jointer, this means 

7"-wide boards if you own an 
8" jointer. When thicknessing, 
consider leaving your stock 
1 32

in case the top requires B
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Partnering this jig with a plunge 
router, an upcut spiral router bit, 
and a guide bushing creates the 

assemble the tabletop and base, 

in the posts, for the stretcher. 

the template panel according to 
the reference lines on its edge.

screw the jig panel to the fence, 
aligning the two for the desired 

panel cutout’s reference lines 

set the router on the panel, and 

out the remaining material in 
1 4" increments. (For a cleaner 
cut, remove the router and 
vacuum out the debris about 

the fence registers against a 

ensure that the mortises line up, 
orient the jig so that the fence 
registers against the same face 
of the top and breadboard end 
through the routing sequence.)
4 To make the loose tenons 

strips to 1 2". (Test the stock 
on the actual mortise. Aim for 

top (A) to move independently 
of the breadboard end (B), 
rip enough material to make 

1 2

for the top (A). Next, round 
over the edges of the strips to 
match the mortises. (I used a 
1 2" half-round bit in the router 
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parallel to fence.

13 4" f.h. screw

Panel
3 4 × 6 3 4 × 9"

3 4" (for 11 2

Centerlines

3 4"

1 2

Fence
1 × 3 × 15"

Guide Strip
1 2 × 3 4 × 6" 

31 2"

5 8" (for 11 4
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table; alternatively, you can 
use a 1 4" round-over bit and 

5 

6 

Figure 1

a drill and 5 16

7 

5 16" brad-

1 16

5 16

Figure 1, 

3 4

Photo E
8 1 16
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E

1 8" to 
3 16

Tip Alert

D

Tip Alert
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place. Cut six pegs about 1 2" 
longer than the thickness of the 
breadboard ends, and use a pencil 
sharpener to chamfer the ends for 
easier insertion. Drive the center 
peg completely through the top 
(A). Next, drive the outer pegs 
halfway in, coat the holes on the 
underside of the table with glue, 
and then drive the pegs through 
the joint. Finally, saw and then 

9 Trim the breadboard ends (B) 
to length. To do this, I clamped a 
straightedge parallel to the top’s 
edge and routed the overhanging 
portion with a bearing-guided 
spiral bit. Alternatively, you can 
saw and plane the ends. Just 
make sure to plan for future 
wood movement (see “Seasonal 
Considerations”, facing page).
10 Rout a 1 8"- wide chamfer 
along the outside edges of the 
breadboard ends to match 
the top. Set the assembled 
top (A/B) aside for now.

Make the base
1 From 8/4 stock, mill two 
pieces of wood to 11 2 × 71 2 × 
24". Mark a centerline across 
the width of each board, and 
extend that line across the top 
edge. Using the pattern on page 
43, make a half-pattern of the 
foot. Align the pattern with the 
centerline on the face of a foot 

the pattern on the centerlines 
to draw the complete foot (D).
2 Set the mortising jig fence to 
rout a centered slot in 11 2"-thick 
stock. Next, align the centerline 
on the jig panel with the mortise 
centerline, clamp the fence to 
the top edge of one of the foot 
blanks, and then plunge-rout a 
1 2 × 3 × 11 2" mortise (Photo F). 
Repeat with the other foot blank.

3 Using a bandsaw, cut each foot 
to shape, staying just outside the 
lines. Finish shaping the feet using 
a combination of hand tools and 
machinery. (As much as I enjoy 
using a spokeshave, as shown in 
Photo G, there’s nothing wrong 
with using a disc sander on 
the convex edges and a spindle 
sander to tackle the concave 
sections.) Rout 1 8" chamfers along 
the outer edges, where shown 
in Figure 1. Leave the bottom-
most edges unchamfered.
4 From 5/4 stock, mill the 
material to make the posts (E) 
and stretcher (F). Cut the parts 
to the sizes listed in the Cut List. 
Put the stretcher aside for now.
5 Referring to Figure 1, lay out 
centerlines on the ends of both 
posts (E) for the blind mortises. 
Also lay out (on the outside 
face of each post) the through 
mortises that will accept the 
stretcher (F) tenons. Include 
centered crosshairs to aid in the 
placement of the jig when setting 
up to cut the through mortises.
6 Adjust the jig to rout a 
centered mortise on 11 4"-
thick stock, and then rout 
the 1 2 × 3 × 11 2" mortises on 
both ends of each post.
7 Remove the jig’s panel from 
the fence, and apply double-sided 

tape to its bottom face. Now 
align the panel’s crosshairs with 
the crosshairs on the outside 
face of a post (E), and clamp 
the panel to the post to ensure 
a good bond. Rout the through 
mortise, and then carefully pry 
off the panel (Photo H). Repeat 
with the remaining post.
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8 Using a mitersaw, crosscut 
a small block to 87°. Clamp the 
block to one end of the mortise 
on the outer face of a post, and 

the ends of the mortise (Photo I) 
so that the wedges will lock the 
stretcher (F) to the posts (E).
9 Using a handsaw (Photo J), or 
else a dado set and miter gauge 

cut the 1 2 × 3 × 15 8" tenons on 
both ends of the stretcher (F). 
(Note: You want the tenons to 

least 1 8".) Referring to Figure 1, 
kerf the tenons for the wedges. 

1 8" chamfer along 
the outside edges of the stretcher. 
10 From 8/4 stock, cut the 
braces (G) to the dimensions 
in the Cut List, and saw a 45° 
chamfer on the ends, where 
shown in Figure 1. Rout 1 8" 
chamfers along the ends and 
bottom edges of both braces.
11
on the top face of each brace (G). 
Adjust the mortising jig fence 
to rout a centered slot in 11 2"-
thick stock, and then rout the 

use a drill press to bore the 3 4 
× 3 8"-deep blind holes and the 
5 16" through holes used to attach 
the base to the top (A/B).

Finish and assemble  
the table
1 Brush glue into both end 
mortises on one post (E), and 
insert a loose tenon (C) in each. 
If needed, use a bar clamp to 
ensure that the tenons seat 

that squeezes from the joints 

foot (D) mortise, and clamp the 

with the other post and foot. 
Drill 5 16" holes for dowels, where 
shown in Figure 1, insert dowels, 

(Note: A 
properly glued loose-tenon joint 
doesn’t need reinforcement, but I 
used pegs in case the glue should 
fail sometime in the future.)
2 Referring to Figure 1, saw 
out four wedges to secure the leg 
assemblies to the stretcher (F). 
(When selecting a contrasting 
wood, choose a split-resistant 

glue onto the cheeks of the 
stretcher’s tenon, position the 
stretcher between the two foot/
post assemblies (D, E) and then 
use clamps to draw the tenon 
shoulders against the posts. 

onto the wedges. Then, tap the 
wedges in, as shown in Photo K. 

3 Brush glue into a brace 
(G) mortise, place it onto the 
loose tenon projecting from 
the top end of a post (E), and 
then clamp the two together. 

position a block of softwood or 
rigid foam between the clamp 
and bottom edge of the foot.) 
Repeat with the remaining 
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along the inside face post, and 

J

securely clamped atop scrap to back up the cut.

1 8" 
outward by guiding a chisel against an angled 
block clamped to the outside face of the post.

H I
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brace. Drill 5 16" holes for dowels, 
where shown in Figure 1, insert 

4 
the dimensions listed in the 
Cut List 1 8" 

and 11 2

5 

on the base [sanding between 6 Center the base on the 

3 4

Photo L ■
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Convenience-PLUS BUYING GUIDE
 1. Whiteside 2305 Chamfer Router Bit,  

1 2" SH, 5 8" CL × 7 16" CH- 21 4" OL
#24L18 $28.49

 2. Whiteside 5150 Spiral Upcut Router Bit,  
1 2" SH, 1 2" D, 1 1 2" CL, 3" OL #03K35 $56.99

 3. Brass Router Bushing, 3 4" OD × 21 32" ID #144693 $8.09

 4. Bushing Lock Nut #144695 $8.09

 5. Freud 82-510 Half Round Bit with Bearing,  
1 2" SH, 1 4" R, 1" CL #830678 $64.47

 6. #151030 $29.99

 7. Mirka Abralon 6" Sanding Disc, 2-pack #153542 $12.99
Above items are available at Woodcraft stores, woodcraft.com or by calling (800) 225-1153. 
Prices subject to change without notice.

Shaker-Style Dining Table Cut List
Part Thickness Width Length Qty. Mat’l

A* Top 1" 35" 63" 1 C
B* Breadboard end 1" 41 2" 35" 2 C
C* Loose tenon 1 2" 3" 27 8" 18 P
D Foot 11 2" 71 2" 221 2" 2 C
E Post 11 4" 4" 19" 2 C
F* Stretcher 1" 4" 473 4" 1 C
G Brace 11 2" 11 2" 30" 2 C
H Footpad 1 2" 17 8" 113 16" 4 C

Materials: C=Cherry, P=Poplar
Hardware: 5 16" cherry dowel, (12) 3 4" washers, (12) #8 × 2" washer head screws,  
(4) #8 × 11 2" f.h. wood screws.

Clamp the stretcher between the posts, and then tap 
the wedges into the kerfs in the stretcher’s tenons.

Center the base on the underside 
of the top, and then assemble 
using 2"-long washer head screws.

K

L
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Far more than just a tool 
for checking “square,” the 
combination square is a do-all 
shop tool. With its sliding ruler 
locked to the head, you can use 
it as a depth gauge, a marking 
gauge, a miter square, and a try 
square. Loosening the lock in the 
head releases the rule for use 
as a straightedge or ruler. In a 
pinch, you can employ the head 
as a small level, and a sharp awl 
tucked inside is always at the 
ready for marking. Thanks to 
these attributes, you can turn 

to a combo square to true up 
workpieces, lay out joints, and 
set up shop machines–all with a 
degree of precision that elevates 
its status over other tools.

To ensure this level of accuracy, 

acquire a square that’s worthy of 
your work. Not all combination 
squares share the same quality 
and ease of use. In this article, 
we’ll take a look at the parts and 
nomenclature of combination 
squares, and I’ll describe what to 
look for in a good tool. Following 

that, I’ll discuss the two arenas in 
which the tool excels: measuring 
and laying out. Measuring 
includes performing machine 
setups, such as squaring bits 
and blades to tables and fences, 
as well as checking joints and 
assemblies for accuracy. Laying 
out involves making marks on 
your work, from drawing parallel 
lines and angles to marking 
centerlines and pinpointing 
hardware locations. Read on to 

versatile tool to good use. 

The Multitalented 
Combination Square
A whole lot of tool in one small package
By Andy Rae
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If you want precision and 
predictability in your work, 
you’ll need an accurately made 
tool. Referring to Anatomy of 
a Combination Square (right) 
keep the following features 
in mind when shopping for 
a combination square.

The best squares are made 
from forged or tempered steel or 
a combination of both, and should 
last beyond your lifetime. Look 
for smoothly-machined contact 
faces on the head and a ruler 

increase accuracy and allow you 
to target even 1 64" increments 
(Photo A
is preferable to a shiny surface, 
as it reduces glare under bright 
light, making reading easier.

The ends of the ruler on a high-
end tool are ground square, for 
precise measuring and layout, and 
for verifying parallel and square. 
Cheaper versions are chopped, 
often leading to rough, out-of-
square ends that inhibit accuracy.

Because the ruler on a 
combination square is graduated 

differently on all four edges, 
you’ll often need to reverse it 
in the head for the measuring 
needs at hand. So look for a 
rule that slides out smoothly, 
and a lock post that rotates 
easily inside the head so you 

reinstall it without struggle. 
With the locknut tightened, 
the ruler should feel solid and 
never slip or creep in the head 
during use. Last, but not least, a 
good tool will lock dead square 
and stay that way at any point 
along the ruler. This degree 
of accuracy comes at a cost, 
though: quality squares are 

cheap hardware-store versions. 
Before relying on any 

precision at 90°. If you have 
a reference square that you 
know to be accurate, simply 
nest it against the square in 
question, inside-to-outside and 
then outside-to-inside, holding 
them up to a strong backlight to 
ensure that they mate exactly. 

Alternatively, you can check a 
square using a mechanical pencil 
or knife, and a panel with a 
dead-straight edge, as shown in  
Figure 1. If you’re square 
is out of whack and you 

recommend returning it. 
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Sizing up a square

Figure 1: 

Anatomy of a 

 

Head

1 8

face has 1 32

Pullout 
awl

Ruler

Locknut

90° face

45° face

1 16

face has 1 64
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For inside corners of drawers and 

B

A combo square really shines 
when it comes to determining 
dimensions. This includes 
calculating distances, such as 
the depth of a mortise or the 
thickness of a board, as well as 
measuring relative surfaces, like 
the angle on the end of a board 
or the squareness of a drawer 
or other box construction.

As for simply checking 
inside and outside corners, a 
combination square mimics a 
traditional brass-and-wood try 
square in every way, except that 
the sliding ruler on a combo 
square adds a lot of versatility. 
And thanks to its tempered 
and forged-steel construction, 
a combo square can withstand 
more knocks and dings than 
its softer brass counterpart.

The “try” in the tool’s name 
refers to offering the tool up to 
the work to test whether adjacent 

Perhaps the uncertainty of the 
word “try” stems from the fact 
that misreadings are common 
due to poor technique. The key is 

to place the head onto the work 

the surface until the rule contacts 
the adjacent surface. Look for any 
light (or shadow, depending on 
your situation) between the work 
and the rule. If you see even a tiny 
glimmer, the work is out of square.

To measure inside corners, 
use the outside of the square. 
Retract the ruler about 1 16" into 
the head, and then position the 
square so that the blade and 
body touch the work (Photo B).

To read outside corners, 
extend the rule so it’s at least 
as long as the surface being 
measured, and position the head 
on one surface before sliding the 
rule against the other surface 
(Photo C). The best scenario is to 
view the work directly in front of 
a strong light source, with your 
eyes level with the ruler. This 
arrangement lets you see even 
the tiniest light leaks at the rule, 
as shown in the photo on page 50.

Because most miter cuts result 
in a 90° joint when assembled, 

check by holding two miters 
together and then checking for 
square on the inside or outside 
corner. Nevertheless, testing 

and the miter square will get 
you there. To check for 45°, 
hold the angled face against the 
work (Photo D). Because the 
head’s 45° face is relatively small 
when used for larger work, you 
can balance the tool by sliding 
the ruler past center to help 
counter the weight of the head.

As an adjustable end gauge, 
a good combo square offers the 
advantage of having a sliding rule 
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Measuring

C D
Inspect tenon cheeks for 

E
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A combo square can take a measurement of a 

F

with precision-ground, square 
ends. You can use the ends in 
several ways. The best technique 

the ruler until the end touches 
the work, and then lock the rule 
to take a reading. For example, to 
gauge parallelism of tenon cheeks, 
hold the head against the stock, 
and push the rule until the end 
contacts a cheek. Look for full 
contact between the rule and the 
cheek, as the slightest gap tells 
you the cheek isn’t parallel with 
the face of the stock (Photo E).

You can measure between 
nonlinear surfaces–such as 

the distance from the edge 
of a router baseplate to the 
perimeter of a bit–by registering 
the head against the router 
base, and extending the rule 
to touch the bit (Photo F).

Checking the depth of 
mortises and other stopped 
recesses is easy. Simply 
register the head on the work, 
and then slide the rule until 
it bottoms out in the mortise 
(Photo G). Smaller, 6" combo 
squares, with their 3 4"-wide 
rules, are most convenient for 
typical woodshop mortises and 
other common excavations.

You can also use a combo 
square to check if your boards 
are the same thickness from 
side to side and end to end–good 
info during the machining and 
dimensioning stage. Lock the 
ruler so its end is even with one 
corner of a board, and then check 
the other three corners using 
the same setting (Photo H).

Of course, you can also use 
the ruler on its own to measure 
distance. On a good square, the 
marks are accurately milled 
to the end of the rule, allowing 
you to butt the end to a surface 
and read from there (Photo I).

G
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Accurate layout is an equally 
important aspect of the 
combination square’s talents. 
In addition to drawing square 
and 45° lines across your 
stock (and other angles, as I’ll 
describe), a combination square 
lets you lay out dimensions, 
thanks to its graduated ruler. 
And using the end of the rule 
as a guide, you can draw lines 
at precise distances from 
the edges of your work.

For making long layouts, 
manufacturers offer accessory 
blades in lengths of 18", 24", and 

combo square head. These allow 
the precise layout of dadoes and 
grooves in cabinetry and other 
large-scale work (Photo J).

Another very useful accessory 
is a protractor head, which is 
handy for projects that involve 
a lot of angles. Starrett’s 
protractor head, to name one, 
allows pivoting the rule to any 
angle from 0° to 180°. Fitting a 
long ruler to the head increases 
the versatility of the tool.

A combo square is commonly 
used as a substitute for a 

marking gauge when drawing 
parallel lines. Just set the ruler 
to the desired distance, place 
the head against the work, and 
draw the square towards you 
while pressing a pencil against 
the end of the rule (Photo L).

When marking multiple, 
identical hardware locations, 
such as those for drawer and 
door pulls, employ two (or 
more) squares set to key offset 
dimensions (Photo M). 

By mounting an accessory 
centerhead on your rule, you can 
quickly and easily mark center 
on round or square stock. To 

just press the head against the 
stock, and draw or scribe a line 
along the inside edge of the rule. 

Rotate the square approximately 
90° and repeat to make a cross 
mark at dead center (Photo N). 
As a bonus, the head doubles as 
a miter square for marking 45° 
angles on the ends of mitered 
stiles, rails, and other parts.  ■

A 24" accessory ruler makes laying 
out and squaring dadoes and other 
long joints easy and accurate.

J
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Laying out

Precise angles are a snap to lay out 
with a protractor head. The easy-

is marked in 1° increments (inset).

K

A combo square has a longer reach 
than most marking gauges, allowing 
layout of parallel lines at a greater 
distance from the board edge.

Set two squares to key dimensions 

drawer fronts or other parts.

axis of round stock, marking 
two lines approximately 
perpendicular to each other.

L M N
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Rolling pins have been 
around for thousands of years. 

shape dough in making cookies, 
pastas, pizzas, specialty breads, 
and pie crusts. They come in a 
variety of shapes and sizes and 
can be made of wood, metal, clay 
and glass. They can be long and 
skinny or short and fat, with 
and without handles. I have 
been turning rolling pins for 
more than 25 years. My father 
always referred to them as a 
HAT, or Husband Alignment Tool. 

Indeed, in early cartoons, rolling 
pins were shown as weapons 
wielded by angry housewives.

I began making handled 
rolling pins when I started 
working with master turner 
Rude Osolnik. He made 
laminated pins with short 
round handles. While I served 
as his assistant in many 
demonstrations, he would 
frequently turn most of the pin 
and then ask me to duplicate 
the handle on the opposite end. 
Most of the time it worked out.

There are two basic types of 
rolling pins: rod-style rolling 
pins, which are long, thin, and 
usually made of wood; then 
there is the roller style. These 
are shorter, fatter, and with 
thinner handles. In the next 
few pages, I’ll show you how to 
make the latter, employing a 
kit for the rolling mechanism 
and attaching the handles. 
(See “What You Need to Get 
Started” at right.) You’ll learn 
the basics for turning a perfect 
cylinder and duplicate handles.
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Rockin’ 
Rolling Pin
Lay down the dough with this 

By Nick Cook
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Prep the rolling  
pin cylinder
1 Before drilling the holes in 
the blanks for the roller pin 
and handles at the lathe (my 
preferred method, since this 
approach centers the holes and 
makes them straight and true), 
properly square up the blank 
material. Now, locate the centers 
on each end of the blanks (I 

, and mark 
them with an awl or punch. 
Set the handle blanks aside.
Note: When turning the rolling 
pin blank, use a 12"-long tool 
rest. You can buy one and a 
post that matches your lathe’s 
rest assembly at Woodcraft.
2 Mount the roller blank 
between a spur center and 
cone center. (For the prepared 

For the roller-style rolling pin shown, you need three separate pieces 

If you want to skip drilling through the long roller cylinder, buy  
$29.99; 

$22.99 $19.99; and curly maple, 
$29.99). These blanks include both the through hole and 

recess, allowing you to skip Steps 1, 5, and 6 under Prep the Rolling Pin 
Cylinder. Regardless of which way you go, you’ll also need the Rolling 

$19.99. For these items, visit a local 

What You Need To Get Started

Figure 1: Rolling Pin Exploded View

Tip Alert

jaws of your caliper so they don’t 
catch when checking a diameter.

Note: If hole is too 

Grooves to catch epoxy.

 

 Final End View

hole

Roughing Side View

(roughing diameter)

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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blank, use the roller jam chuck 
in Figure 2 and cone center.) 
Turn it to a 3" cylinder with a 3 4" 
roughing gouge at 1,500 rpm.
3 Switch to a parting tool or 
bedan, and turn a 3 8"-long × 
23 4"-diameter tenon at each 
end of the roller (Photo A).
4 Replace the spur center (or 
jam chuck) in the headstock with 
a scroll chuck. Tighten the jaws 
on the tenon at one end of the 
cylinder. Adjust the tool rest, and 
true up the end of the cylinder by 
shaving it with a spindle gouge.
5 Lower the speed to 500 rpm, 
and turn off the lathe to prepare 
for drilling. Install a Jacobs chuck 

and a 7 8" Forstner bit in the 
tailstock. Now, drill a 7 8" recess, 
11 32" deep, in one end, checking 
with a depth gauge (Photo B).
6 Switch to a 1 2" brad-point 
bit, and drill into the roller end 
for the through hole. (I start the 
through hole with a short bit 

longer bit.) Then install a longer 
bit (see the Buying Guide) to 
achieve the needed depth, as 
shown in Photo C. A piece of 
tape 61 2" from the end of the bit 
establishes the needed depth. 
Turn the blank end for end and 
repeat Steps 5 and 6. The holes 
should meet in the center.

1 Turn a roller jam chuck to 
drive the roller blank. To do 
this, mount a 2 × 2 × 2" block in 
the four-jaw scroll chuck, and 

1,500 rpm, making a tenon that 

jam chuck blank in the scroll 

end to match the roller jam 
chuck shape in Figure 2. You 

snugly in the 7 8" and 3 8" holes 
in the roller blank (Photo D).
2 Fit the tailstock with a conical 
live center, and mount the roller 
blank between centers. Start 
with a parting tool or a bedan, 
and with the lathe running at 
1,500 rpm, make a cut about 
1" from each end to establish a 
23 4

cut depth with either a caliper 
or a vernier scale (Photo E).
3 Position the tool rest parallel 

as close as possible to the 
workpiece. Rotate the material 
by hand before turning on the 
lathe to ensure the rest does not 

B

DC

When drilling deep holes, back 
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contact the turning. Now, with 
a 3 4" spindle roughing gouge 
at 2,000 rpm, roughly turn the 
blank to remove the waste and 
any lumps and bumps. Guide 

tool rest to accurately turn a 
true cylinder, one that is the 
same diameter from end to end. 
Continually check the diameter 
along the cylinder with a caliper.
4 Make a light planing cut with 
the skew, as shown in Photo F, 
to remove any imperfections and 
leave a surface that requires very 
little sanding. If uncomfortable 
using a skew, use a sanding 
block with 80-grit sandpaper 
to even out the high areas, or 
make an extremely light cut 
with a spindle roughing gouge 
while riding on the bevel. You 
want to maximize the length of 
the bevel to support the cutting 
edge and avoid tear-out. Check 
the diameter with a caliper.
5 Use a straightedge (Photo G) 
to check the end-to-end 
trueness of the roller. Touch up 

if needed, recheck, and then 
cut a 1 8" round-over on the 
edges with 3 8" spindle gouge.
6 Next, sand the roller through 
220 grit. Wipe it clean, and 

apply mineral oil without the 

lathe running and then turn the 
machine on at a moderate speed 
and burnish the oil into the 
wood with a fresh paper towel. 
I then use a block of beeswax 
and rub the surface with the 
lathe running at a slow speed, as 
seen in Photo H, followed by a 
dry paper towel to polish. This 
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F

G

E

Figure 2: 

Tip Alert

H

3 8"

33 8"

1 4" 2"

1" 11 2"3 8"
1 2"

7 8" 11 4" 11 2" 11 2"2"3 8"

3 8"

31 4"
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Turn the handles
1 Retrieve the handle blanks, 
and mount one of them between a 
spur center and a live cone center. 
Turn a short tenon at one end to 

for the remaining handle blank.
2 Fit the tenon for one handle 

turn the blank to a 11 2"–diameter 

for the other handle blank.
3 With one handle blank still 
mounted in the chuck, increase 

 rpm, 
and true up the opposite end 
with a spindle gouge. Repeat for 
the remaining handle blank.
4 Using a Jacobs chuck and 25 64" 
brad-point bit, drill a hole 33 8" 
deep in each handle blank. 
(A 25 64"-diameter hole allows 

easier to insert the steel rod.)

5 Make the handle jam chuck 
in Figure 2 from a 2 × 2" block 
to drive the handles at the 
headstock. Use a live center at 
the tailstock. Mount a handle 
blank between centers.
6 
of the Handle Pattern and 
Template in Figure 3 and 

cardboard. Use a craft knife 
to trim the template to shape. 

handle shape and a parting 
tool to establish the depths.
7 Use a spindle roughing gouge 
to remove waste and a 3 8" spindle 
gouge and skew (if comfortable) 
to shape and detail the handle 
(Photo I
and shaping the large bead at 
the roller end of the handle and 
then work on the grip portion.
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I

J

Figure 3: Handle  

11 2"

13 4"

3 4"

11 2"

5"
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8 Check the shape against 
the template (Photo J). 
Repeat the procedure to 
create an identical handle.
9 Sand the handles through 

the handles a more durable 

roller, I apply three coats of 
a wipe-on polyurethane and 
then beeswax used in a stick 
form. Buff the surface. After 

off with a parting tool. Sand and 

Assemble your 
rolling pin
1 Assemble the rolling pin by 

each end of the stainless steel 

indicates where the outside edge 
of the bearing will need to stop.

the steel rod, bearings, and 
washers, I bored a 7 16

through a 2 × 2 × 33 4

block and used it, along with a 

2 Referencing Figure 1, slide 
a nylon washer on the steel rod, 
followed by a bearing. Insert 
that end of the rod into the wood 
block with a hole in it, and tap 

the bearing into place. Add the 
roller, a nylon washer, and the 

in place (Photo K)
and washers should bottom out 
in the 7 8

roller ends. Slide a nylon washer 
onto each end of the rod.
3 
epoxy, and work it into the 
handle holes (Photo L). Fit the 
handles onto the steel rod, and 
tap them into place, snug to 
the outside nylon washers. Let 
the epoxy cure before use.  ■
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Convenience-PLUS BUYING GUIDE
 1. Fisch Extra Long 10" HSS Brad-Point Bit, 1 2" dia. #158414 $18.99

 2. #140848 $19.99

Above items are available at Woodcraft stores, woodcraft.com or by calling (800) 225-1153. 
Prices subject to change without notice.

 3. Lineco Beeswax, 1 oz. block 12826-0003 $5.66

Above item is available at dickblick.com/products/lineco-bees-wax.

About Our Author

whose home and commercial shop are 

porch posts, he is one of the founders of 

(AAW). He’s also an established teacher 
and demonstrator who travels the country 

K

L

Block

Bearing
Rod
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Wiping varnish is one of the most popular 
The 4-Day Schedule
Day 1: Brush on a thinned coat, let it soak in,  

Day 2: Wet-sand with 400-grit wet/dry 

Day 3: Wet-sand with 600-grit wet/dry 

Final Day: 

62 Feb/Mar 2015

Bodybuilding with 
Wiping Varnish
 
 
By Paul Anthony

, 

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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What is “wiping varnish”?
Wiping varnish is basically a thinned version of 

a relatively small amount of oil (often tung oil). 
Because of its high-solids content, it dries hard 
and can be built up. This is in contrast to many oil 
and oil/varnish formulations that contain larger 

Photo A

brands can be applied in the same manner.

drying, and heat can accelerate it before the 
varnish has a chance to level properly.

to maximize accessibility and to ensure that 
the most visual surfaces are left for last.

of thinned varnish, and then let it soak 

Along with the wiping varnish of your choice, 

for sanding and rubbing out between coats.

A

B

Day 1

Day 1

jar, and thoroughly stir in enough mineral spirits 

off your stir stick. For most products, add about 

Flood the varnish on using a brush (Photo B), 

has soaked in. When it just starts to get tacky, 

cotton rag. Then let the piece dry overnight.

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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Dip only the face of the rag pad into the 

C

D

Making a Rag Pad

Day 2

To prepare the surface for applying the second 
coat, wet-sand it with 400-grit wet/dry silicone 
carbide paper, lubricating it liberally with 
mineral spirits to keep it from clogging up 
(Photo C). For curved or narrow surfaces, use 
folded paper, dipping it frequently in spirits. For 

soft backer. (I use a pliable foam block I cut from 
material sold as a kneeling pad for gardening.)

Your objective is to remove any dust nibs and 
minute hardened air bubbles, and to further 
smooth the wood. Feel free to sand fairly 
aggressively except on edges and corners, which 
should receive just enough pressure to knock down 
any coarseness. When you’re done, thoroughly wipe 
off the slurry of sanding dust and mineral spirits.

As an alternative to wet-sanding, you can 
rub the surfaces down with a synthetic non-
woven abrasive pad, as shown in Photo A. In 
that case, work dry, using the least coarse 
pad that will smooth out any roughness. 
Afterward, wipe down the surfaces with 
mineral spirits to remove any dust.

Pour some well-stirred undiluted varnish into 
a dipping container, and then form a wiping pad 
from soft cotton cloth as shown in the sidebar 

enough to cover its face, as shown in Photo D.

swiftly and smoothly while applying just enough 

without wiping most of it away. I usually begin 
with the edges, following up with the faces. To 

Day 2

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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avoid drips, don’t pull inward against corners and 
edges; always wipe along them or away from them.

On broad surfaces such as tabletops, work 
in long strokes, partially overlapping each 
previous swath. Rather than trying to begin a 
stroke at the very edge, swoop in a couple of 

outward toward the edge to complete the 
swath. At joint intersections and other complex 
areas, form the pad to allow it to tuck into 
the spot, as shown in the Photo D inset.

This second coat will start to tack up much 
faster than the sealer coat did, so work small 
sections until you get a feel for the timing. While 

the pad to very lightly wipe over the entire section 
to even out the thickness of the coat. Then inspect 

all looks good, leave it alone; don’t re-wipe an area 
that has started to tack up because it will cause 

re-wet the surface and smooth it out.) When you’re 
done with the entire piece, let it dry overnight.

Day 3
Wet-sand the second coat
Wet-sand the second coat (Photo E), as you did 

paper, since this coat will probably be smoother 

needed on particularly rough areas, and then 

wipe off any residue with a clean, soft cloth.

Apply the third coat
Wipe on another full-strength coat of varnish in 
the same manner as you did for the second coat 
(Photos F & G). Again, work in dedicated sections, 
thoroughly covering each area and then leveling 

before moving on. Make sure to scrutinize the 

At this point, set the work aside for at 

Wet-sand the dried second coat using 600-grit 

and wiping on just enough varnish to coat them 
without causing dripping on the underside.

E

F

Day 3

Safety Alert

 

G
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Final Day
Rub out the third coat with steel wool

(Photos H & I

Photo J

■

Vigorously rub out the cured third coat with 
steel wool to remove dust nibs and reduce 
the high gloss seen on the top here.

When rubbing out broad surfaces, use a folded pad 
under your knuckles (or palm) to minimize hand strain.

H

I

J
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Final Day
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For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153. 
                For Information On Woodcraft Retail Franchise Opportunities, visit woodcraftfranchise.com

HELPING YOU MAKE WOOD WORK®

15WD03P2

Introducing  WoodRiver® No. 1 V3 Bench Plane

The WoodRiver® No. 1 Bench Plane is the smallest of the V3 bench planes (5¾" L x 1½" W and 1.3 lbs.), but make 

no mistake, it is a fully functional working hand plane made to the same exacting standards as all the planes in the 

WoodRiver® line. It features a ductile iron body precision machined to be flat and square, brass screws and an adjuster 

knob, plus a beautifully finished bubinga knob and tote. Unlike the rare, original Stanley on which it is modeled, this one 

is easy to find at your local Woodcraft store, in our catalog or online at www.woodcraft.com.

http://woodcraft.com
http://woodcraftfranchise.com
http://www.woodcraft.com
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Phil Lowe
Will Neptune

Steve Latta
Peter Galbert

and more!

Featuring hands-on 
classes for all skill 

levels taught 
by nationally 

known craftsmen 
including

Robert Sorby,
Athol Road, Sheffield S8 0PA, England.

Tel: 44+ 114 225 0700
Fax: 44+ 114 225 0710

E-mail: sales@robert-sorby.co.uk
Web site: www.robert-sorby.co.uk

Proudly made in Sheff ie ld, England

The Robert Sorby
TurnMaster is the first tool in
the world to combine three
cutting edge technologies in
one flexible tool.

Cutters are available in
tungsten carbide, titanium
nitride (TiN) and high speed
steel (HSS) providing
unsurpassed range to
woodturners at every level.

a cut above
Robert Sorby

Benefits:
• All cutters interchangeable with one tool
• Unique* indexable cutting head for three scraping options
• Interchangeable cutter head – no need to buy whole new tool
• Flat underside for stability
• High tensile torx screw / key for quick cutter release
*Patent pending

CARBIDE: TITANIUM: HSS

Don’t use a table 
saw without it.

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
mailto:sales@robert-sorby.co.uk
http://www.robert-sorby.co.uk
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Single-serving plastic 
containers, often called K-cups, 
include the ingredients for 
making coffee, tea, hot chocolate, 
iced tea, and fruit drinks. Keep 
your favorites close at hand 
with this countertop organizer.

Start with the ends
1 From 1 2"-thick stock (I used 
cherry), cut two side blanks to 5" 
wide by 131 4" long. Cut a couple 
of pieces of 1 2"-thick scrap stock 
the same size as the blank’s 
center section (2 × 131 4") for use 
as test pieces when verifying the 
angled dadoes cut in Step 5.
2 Mark reference lines across 
one face of each side blank. This 
lets you to realign the grain 
later when edge-joining the side 
pieces back together in Step 7.

3 Rip 13 8" from the front 
and back edge of each side 
blank, referring to Figure 2.
4 Clamp the two middle side 
sections face-to-face with the 

dimensions in Figure 2, mark the 
bottom ends of the dado locations 
on the front edges (Photo A). 
Mark an X on the side of these 
reference lines where the dado 
will be cut. Also, mark angled 

Single-Cup Container Rack
Holey storage–this clever keeper stands ready to serve.
By Marlen Kemmet

Overall Dimensions:  
17"w × 43 4"d × 121 4"h

A

Super-Simple Projects

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
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reference lines on the outside 
faces as a reminder where to cut 
the angled dadoes later. The side 
pieces need to be mirror images 
of each other so the outside 

(marked) faces will be up when 
cutting the angled dadoes.
5 Fit your tablesaw with a 3 8" 
dado blade and zero-clearance 
insert. Use a straightedge and 

pencil to mark reference lines, 
noting the location of the edges 
of the dado blade on the insert 
(Photo B). Temporarily attach 
a long auxiliary miter-gauge 
extension (mine measured 30" 
long) to your miter gauge. Angle 
the miter gauge 45° to the right 
of the dado blade. Position a 
side piece (outside face with 
the angled reference marks 
up) against the extension and 
two 4"-long spacers and a stop. 
Align the bottom edge of the top 
angled dado reference line with 
the right-hand edge of the dado 
blade location lines. Make the 

spacer and make the second cut. 

make the third angled dado.
6 
45° in the opposite direction. 

Step 5 to 
cut the three angled dadoes in 
the opposite side center section.

Figure 1: Container Rack Exploded View

B

Side
1 2 × 43 4 × 121 4"

Shelf
3 8 × 3 × 161 2"

15 8" hole

15 16"

2"

21 2"

45°

1 8" round-overs

3 8" dado, 
1 4" deep

45° bevels on front 
and back edges

No round-over

21 2"

http://woodcraftmagazine.com


7 With the surfaces and ends 

8 
3 8 × 1 2

Step 9
9 

Figure 2

sand a 1 8

Add the shelves
1 
3 8 × 3 × 161 2

2 
Figure 1

8

Complete the assembly 

1 
2 
3 

■
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45°

121 4"

4"

4"

1"

13 8"2"13 8"
43 4"

  
1 square=1" 

 
enlarge 200%.  
 

 
for download at 
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159902

JessEm Clear-Cut TS™ Stock Guides Ensure Safe, Precise Table Saw Cuts

• Setup Is Fast And Easy
• CNC Machined From Solid Aluminum
• Guides Pivot Out Of The Way When Not In Use
• T-Track Allows For Complete Adjustability Of Stock Guides
• Guides Mount To Most Commercially Available Table Saw Fences

JessEm has the answer to securely holding stock in place and preventing kickback every time you 

make cuts at the table saw – Clear-Cut TS™ Stock Guides. Unique guide rollers are mounted at a 5° 

angle on a one-way needle roller bearing on the stock guides to effectively steer stock toward the 

fence, and the roller arm keeps the workpiece under spring pressure to hold it securely during the cut.

For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153. 15WD03P3  
For Information On Woodcraft Retail Franchise Opportunities, Visit woodcraftfranchise.com

QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS • 
SUPPLIES • ADVICE®

http://woodcraft.com
http://woodcraftfranchise.com


WoodSense

Except for a handful of 

minerals, purple is one of the 
scarcest colors found on the 
planet. For that reason, it is 

(Peltogyne spp.) is the only 

scout for something eye-catching. 

Although the lumber is not 
so expensive that similar large-

positive associations, such as 
nobility, creativity, and peace. 
But in a large dose, a large purple 
cabinet, for example, the color 

changes colors over time.

History in woodworking
Within its native range of 
Central and South America, 
purpleheart (sometimes 
referred to as Amaranth) has 
served as a common building 
material for applications such 

even railroad ties. It excels in 
many of these uses because 
of its strength and natural 
resistance to decay and insects.

In the United States, the 

for the 1928 installation 
of a library in the Lindsley 

Mountains, Massachusetts.

from purpleheart tend to be 
of small scale: bottle stoppers, 

sometimes introduce purpleheart 
as an accent color in inlays 

multi-species cutting boards.

Where it comes from
The genus Peltogyne encompasses 
more than a dozen species of 

region of the Amazon River 

diameters up to 4'. It is not 

harvested timber displays a dull 

What you’ll pay

sell purpleheart by either the 
piece or board foot. For example, 
one online retailer sells a 3 4 × 4 × 

board foot. Thinner and shorter 
boards are available. For instance, 

store sells a 1 8 × 3 × 24" board for 
1 4

× 3 ×
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Spotlight on 
Purpleheart

 

It’s a fact that…
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3 4 
× 3 4 ×
a 11  × 11  ×

×

How to select  
the best stock

Working purpleheart  
in the shop

• 

• 

• 

• 
■
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Purpleheart 
Quick Take
Cost Moderate/high

Weight Moderate/high

Hardness High (comparable to 
hickory and pecan)

Stability Very good

Strength Very good

Durability Very high

Toxicity Skin, eye, and 

possible. Has 
been reported to 
induce nausea

Tool Type Power tools 
preferred, except 
for turning

Common 
Uses

Pens, handles, 
bowls, jewelry 
boxes, inlays and 

and tool handles

Figured purpleheartAged purpleheart
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QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS •  
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To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store Or For A Free Catalog, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 1-800-225-1153. 
For Information On Woodcraft Retail Franchise Opportunities, Visit woodcraftfranchise.com     15WD03H

.45 Caliber Click Pen Kits

Precision Detail(A)

(B)

One of the most recognizable caliber handguns is the 45 ACP that is used by law 
enforcement and service personnel around the world. The details that have been 
incorporated into this kit are like no other. The checkered grips, primer cap end, the 
.45 caliber bullet nib, and the gun slide clip make this the perfect pen kit for any tar-
get shooter or gun enthusiast. Kit features a smooth operating click mechanism and 
is complemented by the Parker style ballpoint ink refill. Pen blank sold separately. 

159929  Antique Brass (A)
159930  Antique Copper (B)
159931  Replacement Tube, 5pc.

Go against the 
grain and find  
your groove

Let your passion for wood lead you into  
a new business with Furniture Medic®, the  
world’s largest furniture and wood repair  
and restoration franchise.

  Extensive training 
  Low initial investment 
  Financing available

800-230-2360
furnituremedicfranchise.com

Own your own business

© 2013 Furniture Medic Limited Partnership. All rights reserved.

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://woodcraft.com
http://woodcraftfranchise.com
http://furnituremedicfranchise.com
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The Market

DIMENSIONAL LUMBER,  
COUNTERTOPS,

VENEERS, PLYWOOD

Contact: Kiah Harpool  
at (304) 865-5268  

or e-mail at: 
Kiah_Harpool@

The Market
ADVERTISE IN

The Largest Importer of 
Exotic Hardwoods From 

Pen Blanks to the Whole Log!
Check out our HUGE slab inventory

Turning Wood * Pen Blanks * Unique Boards Lumber  
Thin-Dimensioned Lumber * Burls  * Bottle Stoppers  

Bowl Blanks * Peppermill Stock  * Guitar Sets 
Luthier Wood  Combo Pack Deals * Live Edge Flitches

…and much, much more!!

USE COUPON CODE WJ10 TO RECEIVE 
10% OFF YOUR ONLINE ORDER

www.westpennhardwoods.com
230 S. Clinton St., Olean, NY 14760

716-373-6434
support@westpennhardwoods.com

EXOTIC WOOD WONDERLAND!

http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://www.westpennhardwoods.com
mailto:support@westpennhardwoods.com
mailto:Kiah_Harpool@woodcraftmagazine.com
mailto:Kiah_Harpool@woodcraftmagazine.com


Create-A-Bed®

Toll Free 1-877-966-3852
www.wallbed.com

Piston-lift 
mechanism kit 

includes  
step-by-step 

construction plans 
and instructional 

DVD

Need more space?
Build your own  

murphy bed.
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www.blokkz.com

Universal Clamping Blocks (UCBs) Woodworker’s Centering Punch
Easily clamp a wide variety of joints Fast, easy & accurate center punching

Unique tools for 
woodworkers 

Made in 
the USA
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Click the “Now Available Digitally!” 
banner at the top of 

Tap or click your way to 
quality projects, skill- 
building techniques and  

Check out 
 

 
anywhere.

Digital issues  
now available for  
Android, iPad, iPhone, 
Mac and PC.

Zoom in on 
 

and photos

http://www.wallbed.com
http://woodcraftmagazine.com
http://www.blokkz.com


For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153. 15WD03P

Woodcraft ® And Tool Box SM By Woodcraft ® Stores In Your Area: 

QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS • SUPPLIES • ADVICE® 

Alabama
Birmingham/Pelham:
 205-988-3600
Arizona
 Phoenix/Chandler:
 480-539-9663

Tucson:
 520-742-9663
California
 Orange County/
 Fountain Valley: 
 714-963-9663
 Sacramento:
 916-362-9664
           San Carlos:
   650-631-9663
                   Ventura:
 805-658-9663
    Colorado
 Colorado Springs:
 719-266-9889
 Denver:
 303-290-0007
 Loveland:
 970-292-5940
Connecticut
 Hartford/Manchester:
 860-647-0303
 Norwalk:
 Woodworker's Club
 203-847-9663

Delaware
 Wilmington/New Castle:
 302-323-0400
Florida
 Jacksonville:
 904-721-9796
       Orlando:
 407-260-5002
 Tampa/Clearwater:
 727-532-6888
Georgia
 Atlanta:
 770-587-3372
Hawaii
 Honolulu:
 808-841-9876
Idaho
 Boise:
 208-338-1190
Illinois
    Woodridge:
   630-435-9663
Indiana
 Indianapolis:
 317-578-3400
Kansas
 Kansas City/Lenexa: 
 913-599-2800
Kentucky
 Lexington:
 859-231-9663

 Louisville:
 502-671-0900
Maryland
 Rockville:
 Woodworker's Club
 301-984-9033
Massachusetts
 Boston/Woburn: 
 781-935-6414
   Boston – Walpole:
   508-668-2413

   West Springfield:
 413-827-0244
Michigan
 Detroit Area:
  Canton: 
  734-981-6808
  Sterling Heights:
  586-268-1919
 Grand Rapids:
 616-957-9663
 Saginaw:
 989-249-6662
Minnesota
 Minneapolis/
 Bloomington:
 952-884-3634
Missouri
 St. Louis/
 Maryland Heights:
 314-993-0413

 Portland/Tigard:
 503-684-1428
Pennsylvania
 Allentown:
 610-351-2966
 Harrisburg:
  717-409-8173
 Philadelphia/
 Downingtown:
 610-873-5660
South Carolina   
 Greenville:

864-627-8760
Tennessee
 Chattanooga:
 423-710-8001
      Knoxville:
 865-539-9330

Nashville:
 615-599-9638
Texas
 Austin:
 512-407-8787
 Dallas/Addison:
 972-422-2732
 Fort Worth:
 682-334-1025
 Houston:
   281-880-0045
 South West Houston:
 281-988-9449

 San Antonio:
 210-545-5885
Utah
 Salt Lake City/
 South Jordan:
 801-566-5652
Virginia
 Leesburg:

703-737-7880
 Norfolk:
 757-466-1166
 Richmond:
 804-355-3945
 Roanoke:
 540-366-7144
 Springfield:
 703-912-6727
Washington
 Seattle:
 206-767-6394
 Spokane:

509-892-9663
West Virginia
 Parkersburg:
 304-485-4050
Wisconsin
 Appleton/Fox Cities:
 920-730-9663
 Madison:
 608-273-8868
 Milwaukee/New Berlin:
 262-785-6770

New Hampshire
 Portsmouth/Newington:
 603-433-6116 
New York
 Rochester:
 585-292-9690   
North Carolina
 Charlotte/Matthews:
 704-847-8300
 Raleigh:
 919-781-1911
Ohio
 Cincinnati:
   513-407-8371 
   Cleveland/
   Oakwood:
 440-232-7979
 Columbus:
 614-273-0488
 Dayton:
 937-438-1282
 Toledo:
 419-389-0560
Oklahoma
 Oklahoma City: 
 405-748-8844
 Tulsa:
 918-384-0100
Oregon
 Eugene:
 541-685-0677

The American 
Woodshop

www.wbgu.org/americanwoodshop www.thomasjmacdonald.com
We are also proud to provide major funding for
the two-time Daytime Emmy® Award-nominated 
public television series and recipient of four Telly 
Awards, Rough Cut – Woodworking with 
Tommy Mac.

Season Five projects include: Patio Prep Station, Arts 
& Crafts Rocking Chair, Pencil Post Bed, Windsor 
Chair, Simple Shaker Night Stand And Finishes, 
Linen Press, Pt. 1 And Pt. 2, Hall Tree And Bench,   
Queen Anne Table, Shaker  
Style Clock,Gate 
Leg Table,                                     
Frank Lloyd 
Wright-Inspired 
Light Pendants 
and China Cabinet. 

    ROBCOSMAN
“YOUR HAND TOOL COACH” 

Woodcraft is privileged to partner with 
Rob Cosman,“Your Hand Tool Coach,” featured 
on the educational RobsWorkshop.com.

Rob Cosman’s daily online episodes teach the 
proper use of hand tools and power tools in a 
motivational and educational way. Hand-tool 
demonstrations are Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
and power tools are demonstrated Mondays, 
Wednesdays and Fridays.

Purchase any WoodRiver® Hand Plane and get A 
FREE 3 Month Subscription to Rob Cosmans 
Interactive Online Hand & 
Power Tool Workshops! The
Subscription is Seventy-
Five 30-Minute Sessions 
As Well As Access to 
Over 800 Previous 
Episodes... Plus 
Access to Hand 
Plane 101 – 
A $120 Value! 

www.RobsWorkshop.com
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Since 1928, Woodcraft has been committed to providing quality tools, supplies and advice 
to our customers. From providing in-store classes and demonstrations to funding educa-
tional woodworking programming, Woodcraft has remained steadfast in our commitment 

to the beginner, intermediate and experienced woodworker for over 80 years running.

We’ve 

Moved

We’re 

Moving

Woodcraft is pleased to continue sponsorship of 
The American Woodshop with Scott and 
Suzy Phillips, now in its 22nd season on PBS.

Season 22 – “Scott And Suzy – Bringing It Home” 
Fantastic Home Accents – Hand Skill Builders 
13 episodes with woodworking tips for every 
skill level.

Techniques include: turning, joinery, tool tune-ups, 
making  jigs, bench building, furnituremaking and 
cabinetmaking! It’s Tool Time!!!

Join Scott and Suzy to get the most out of your 
woodshop tools!

http://woodcraft.com
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